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Addison RuthWebster

Mymain dream or goal
in life is to become a
professional dancer. I’ve
been dancing for 10
years and love it. The
main reason I want to
become professional is
because it sounds like
fun and I would put in
all of the effort for this
career
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Blaykli Rae
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Blaykli Rae

My biggest dream is to
become a university of
utah gymnast! I have
watched their program for
years and attended camps
at their facility. I would

study physical therapy
and afterwards become a
gymnastics or cheer
coach! I also would love to
become a baker on the
side!
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Bonnie Bullock
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Bonnie Bullock

My name is Bonnie Bullock, I’m 11 years old. I go to
a dance boarding school where I do ballet classes 6
days aweek alongsidemodern, tap and commercial
classes too. I’m a world champion dancer in Tap,
acro, and commercial. I’m a European cheerleading

champion and love cheerleading so much! I have 2
brothers and a sister and lots and lots of pets! I’ve
filmed for 3 TVcommercials andaCBBCgameshow
andmy dreams are to be in a Movie and to star in a
musical on theWest End.
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Haylee Jones

I enjoy dancing and
tumbling. My goals
this year is to finish
our dance season
with a national
c h amp i on sh i p .
When I graduate
high school I want

to continue my
education at LSU
and be apart of
their dance team. I
hope to work with
children or animals
when I graduate
college.
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Kinsley Kaulaity
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Kinsley Kaulaity
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Kinsley Kaulaity

My dream is to be one of the best
cheerleaders in the world. My goal
for this year is to get my needle
since I’m a flyer I work on my
flexibility daily. I have achieved so
much in my first 2 years cheering,
got my back handspring, amazing
flying skills, and have gotten so

much stronger as a athlete.
Challenges I have are my jumps,
but I’m working daily to over come
this challenge.

Photographers Credits:
@barryjphotos
@brookeleighphotographyok
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Maddie
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Maddie

My name is Maddie. I
am a 8 year old girl
from England . I like
gymnastics and my
training time. I have

performed in few live
shows as well. I want
to continue like this
for the time being.
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Makaela Gebeke
My one biggest dream is to win the
CheerleadingWorlds. Ever since Iwas
a little girl, I have always wanted a
Worlds ring. My main goal for this
upcoming season is to just become
the best athlete and teammate I
possibly can be. I want to give every
practice and competition my all. I
cannot wait to build a really great
bond with my team. I have had many
achievements over my 14 years of
cheer. I have won many major
competitions, such as NCA, Jamfest
Supernationals, ABKC, and UCA. I
have been a finalist at Summit when I
was on a Junior 4 teamatmyold gym,
which was Elite Cheer. I globed in
2018 with Elite Cheer Stars, an XS
level 6 team. I had many challenges
through the13years Iwas there. I had
many injuries; for example, scoliosis,
partially torn achilles, tendinitis,
separated rib, stress fracture, broken
finger, and the list goes on. I was a
flyer for the first 11 years ofmy cheer
career. I ended up getting grounded
and became a base. I honestly didn’t
mind become a base because I
understood that I couldn’t fly for my
whole cheer career. I was excited to
learn a new position and help out my
flyers since I have been one. Once I
graduated high school, I moved to
Miami, Florida to be on TGLC. That
was one of my dream teams. I had
some challenges when I was there.
Long story short, I ended up
becoming an alternate. Since it was
my last season eligible on a senior
team, I wanted to be able to compete
on mat. I ended up trying out for
Cheer Extreme Senior Elite in
Kernersville, North Carolina. I spent
the last half of the season with them.
I couldn’t be more grateful for that
opportunity. I won UCA and globed at
the CheerleadingWorlds with them. I
am now cheering at Top Gun Orlando
for the 2022-2023 season. I have not
foundoutwhat team Imade, yet. Iwill
find out very soon though. If you are
curious what team I will be on, please
follow me on Instagram
@woahitssmiley
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Novalee
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Novalee
Novalee is 10 years old and in
the 5th grade. She began
cheeringat the ripeold ageof
2 and competitively at 3.
Novalee started cheering
while at preschool in our
local gym, University of
Gymnastics, in Sherman
Texas and officially became a
gym rat. She started doing
basket tosses at 3 and never
came down. She cheered
with U of G until they no
longer had a teamat her level
and then moved to Texas
Elite, in Pilot Point, Texas.
Currently, she cheers on a
junior 3 level and crosses
over to a youth 2 level. While
at Texas Elite Novalee has
increased her skills and
confidence. At all levels, she
has been blessed to have the
best coaches who believed in
her and pushed her to be the
best she can be.

In addition to cheer, Novalee
takes her grades very
seriously and maintains an A
average and serves on the
student council at her school.
Her future goal is to own her
own cheer gym and stay in
the business forever. Novalee
loves cheer and says theywill
have to kick her off the team
andwants to still be cheering
at 30. Cheer is not only a
sport for Novalee but a family
since she is adopted and has
no siblings, her cheer family
fills that void. Her teammates
and friends are everything to
her and she strives to never
let them down. Novalee
doesn’t just cheer, cheer is
who she is, and we can never
thank the cheer world
enough for this.

Photographers Credits: Run
wild photography
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Tnyla Troup
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Tnyla Troup

Mydream is simple and
it is to be oneof the top
choreographers in the
country thatworkswith
numerous celebrities,
and movie stars that
everybody wants to
hire, my other goal is to
have my own TV show
and become famous
myself, watch out for
me America Cupcake
the Dancer is headed
on the scene!
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